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ABSTRACT. A study af the space distributian of rack-mass physicai parameters i5 a 
goal af the seismic tomography. Besides well knOWll. travel time (velo city) tOlllography 
the amplitude tomography becomes more and more popular. It provides informatioll. 
abaut the distribution of the waves attenuation coeffi.cient Q. In this paper, the 
foundations of the spectrai approach to the amplitude tomography are described in 
the context af the mine applicatians. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The investigations of a rock-mass state, existing stress nelds and their temporal 
changes are very important for a mining practice and for better understanding 
of physical processes leading to seismic, induced by mining, events. The seismic 
tomography provides the spatial distribution of some physical parameters like the 
Pand S wave velocities, the quality factor Q, etc. inside rock-mass. The obtained 

images interpreted according to empirical relations between rocks parameters and 
externalloads, allow to estimate the stress fields in the rock-mass and their temporal 
variations. 

The seismic tomography uses seismic waves coming from artificial (active to
mography) Ol' natural (passive tomography) sources to "probe" the structure of the 
medium. The waves propagating through the medium (see fig. 1) accumulate in

formation about physical parameters of the passed region. Recorded on the surface 

of the region they are Ínverted for this information. 

The amplitude tomography makes use of the efrect of the attenuation of seismic 
waves due to the absorption of an energy by the medium which leads to a (additional 
to the geometrical spreading) frequency dependent vanishing of the amplitudes of 
seismic waves with the source-receiver distances. This measurable effect can, in 

principle , be used for an estimation of the spatial distribution of the attenuation 
fador Q but in practice it is not used due to a sensitivity of such a method to 
a noÍse. Instead of that, the efI'ect of the frequency dependence of the energy 
absorption is utilizecl. N amely, the spectra of recorded seismic waves cliffer from 

the emitted (source) ones due to the frequency depending nature of the attenuation 
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FIG. 1. The tomographic investigation consists in multiple "illumi
nating" of the explored region by means of seismic waves 
and recording ofpassed waves on its surface. The recorded 
seismic traces are inverted for the spatial distribution of 
studied parameters. 

[Gibowicz, Kijko 1994; Aki, Richards 1987] (see fig. 2). For the linear absorbing 
medium, the relation between these two spectra is given by the formula 

(1) 

where As (f, r) is a modified by a geometrical spreading spectrum of "source") Q 
is the quality fador and v is the velo city distribution. The integral is calculated 
along the path R of the wave propagation from the source to the receiver. 

The method based on the analysis of the spectra of recOrded seismograms we 
shall call the spectral approach to the amplitude tomography. 

The main difficulty in an application of the amplitude tomography comes from 
the fact that amplitudes of the recorded waves depend on both the attenuation of 
the medium and an amount of the energy effectively emitted by the source. The 
spectrum of the somce (term As in equ. (1) is usually not known and, to make 
the matter worst, depends on an angle of the wave emission. So using of this 
method requires some additional assumptions. In case of the active tomography 
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FIG. 2. The modeled spectrum of the recorcled seismic waves for 
the source described by the Brune model. Tne upper curve 
corresponds to the perfect elastic medium (there is no 
attenuation) while the lower one has been obtained for 
Q = 100. The modeled spectrum in clu des 10 % of the 
Gaussian, (1/ f2 type) noise and the white noise with a 
relative amplitude of order of 10-6. 
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when sources are explosions, aH sources are assumed to emit the same amount of 
the seismic energy isotropically. On this assumption, it is possible to use imme
diately the amplitudes or waves with a chosen frequency to obtain the image of 
Q distribution. This method, is however, seldom used due to its sensitivity to a 
noise in the data. The more robust approach [Evans , Zucca 1988] takes a spectrum 
recordecl by one of the geophon (seismometer) as a reference one and uses the ratio 

AU) 
Are! U) . 

to get rid of the source depending term. This approach cannot be used in the 
case of the pa,ssive tomogra,phy when the emitted energy changes from case to case 
and lS ernittecl significantly non-isotropically. This is a situation encounterecl in 
the mines environment. The most popular methocl used in such a situation, called 
the spectral ratio decay technic [Sanders 1993], is founclecl on the assumption that 
the high frequency part of the clisplacement source spectrum correctecl for the 
geometrical spreacling behaves like 

for f > fe, 
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where fe is the comer frequency ancl the slope coe:fficient J Rj 2 (e.g. for Brune 
model [Brune 1970] J = 2). Then for f � fe the spectrum recol'clecl by the íth 
receiver can be approximatecl by 

, 

w here the coe:fficient di . r ds d2(Q; J) = JRi Q(s) v(s) 

(2) 

(3) 
does not clepend on the source parameters but only on the distribution of Q and a 
wave propagation path1. The coe:fficients cli �ccur to be the convenient, measurable 
parameters that can be inverted for Q and in following they are referred to as the 
measured data. In this approach th

.
e reliabil�ty of obtained image depends crucially 

on the accuracy ať retrieving o� cl2 coefficierts from the data. It should be kept 
in mind that the coe:fficients d2 depend on the frequency due to the frequency 
clependence of Q factor [DESbski 1996]. Th

l
is fact can be disregal'ded when only I 

rough tomography inversi on is performed but has to be taken into account for 
more detailed analysis. 

2. TOMOGRAPHY AS THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

The task of construction of the spatial distribution of Q from the measured 
data is a typical inversion problem [Tarantdla 1987; D�bski]. The solution of this 
problem requires experimental data as well Js theoretical information on a solution 
of, so called, forward problem, i.e. abi lity of 1 theol'etical modelling of cli for a given 
Q distribution. The equations (2), (3) solv� the forward problem. Let us notice 
that the relation among cli and Q in equ. (311) is nonlinear. However, using instead 
of Q its reciprocity 1 m(x,y,z) = Qq '1)' (4) x, y, z, 
we come to the linear form of the forward p toblem 

. r I ds d2 = JRi m(x(sJ) v(x(s)) . (5) 

The above linear rel.tion can be SymbOliCanl written as 

i cl = G ·1, 

where the linear operator G clescribes the iJtegration procedure . 
The most general solution of any invers� problem (so also the amplitude to

mography problem) consists in a defining aJ a posieriori probability density over 
the space of aU possible models m . It can ble shown [Tarantola 1987] that for the 

IIn following we shall assume that the velocitJ distribution v is known e.g. from earlier 
perfonned tra vel tinLe tOIllography. 
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Gaussian measurement and apriori uncertainties the required probability density 
reads 

(T(m) = e-S(óm), 

where the function8(rn) is given by 

(6) 
+ (mapr - ml CNl(mapr - m) 

and CD, CM are the covariance operators describing data errors and uncertainties 
of the choice of the a priori model mapr respectively. 

The above formula together with equ. (4) and (5) provides the theoretical so
lution of the cliscussecl amplitude tomography problem in the framework of the 
made assumptions. However the explicit calculation of 8(:m) is a very complicated 
numerical task due to the size of the problem. In real situations when the obser
vational data and parameters mi numb er in the thousands the only characteristic 
of the a posieriori probability density that can be calculated is the model mML 

for which o-(m) reaches its maximum. This model , called the maximum likelihood 
solution, minimizes the sum of the squares of clifferences between predicted (mod
eled) and observed data. The numerical searching of mML requires discretization 
of the distribution m(x) which is achieved by the division of the spaces into blocks 
ancl assigning to each of them constant values of mi. Thus, the spatial clistribution 
Ill(X) is replaced by the vector {mi} = {ml, m2, . . . } and the operators G, CD and 
CM become matrÍces. 

3. THE Steepest Descent ALGORITHM 

There exist many ways of finding of the likelihood model mML based on vari
OU8 optimization algorithms. One of the most popular approaches is the method 
ťounded on the preconclitioning steepest clescent algorithm. To tlncl the maximum 
of o-(m) accorcling to this method the followillg steps are iterated 

Q The a priori mode l is taken as the initial one 

mo = ffiapr 

e For the given model mn the gradient of S(m) is calculatecl 

• The gradient rn is preconditionecl by the operator being au approxirnation 
of the operator of the secone! clerivatives of 8(m) 

where 
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o The model llin is updated 

where /-In reads 

("I The iterative loop is repeated until some termination niterion is attained. 

The most important elements of this algorithm is calculation of the gradient ,. 
It is calculated in the following steps 

l. For a given model lUn the forward problem is solved and the residua between 
calculated and observed data are calculated 

where 

i3.di = v mj ;:ij _ di n � n� obs 
j 

if ith ray intersects ph block 

in other cases 

i3.sJ is a lengt h  of the ray path inside ph block and vj is a velo city assigned 
to jih block. 

2. The residua are weighted 

i3.d� = L(Cd1)ij i3.d�. 
j 

3. Next they are back-projected to the model space and spread out around the 
ray path 

where 

wij = L �ik C� . 
k 

4. Finally the apriori information is added 

which ends the calculation of the gradient ,. 
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FIG. 3. Illuminations of the study object by the seismic waves (up
per part) produce the projedions (modelling data). The 
back-projection procedure (lower part) takes these data 
and transport along the ray path in the opposite sense 
(from reeeivers to sources). I The interseetion of so trans
ported data forms the object whieh is an approximation 
of the real objeet. 
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Two steps af the above mentioned algor!thm. require some explanations. The 
first one is the procedure of the back projection. 

The solution of the forward problem consists in "illuminating" oť the studied 
objeet by seismie waves and reeording obtaired projeetion images. The back pro
jeetion operation takes as an input the ab ave projections (or more preeisely, the 
difference between observed and modelled projeetions) and transports them along 
the wave path from reeeivers toward the somee (see fig. 3). In this operation the 
residua are inverted into disturbanees of the parameters mi of b10cb around the 
ray path. The matrix iJ!ij describes how many blocks around the ray are disturbed. 
If the covariance matrix CM is diagonal I . 

then only blocks through whieh the ray is passing give nanzero contributions to the 
gradient matrix I 

The second eomments concerns the opemtion oť the gradient preconditioning. 
The gradient vector 'Y points the loeal direetion of the steepest descent. In case of 
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Iterati ve solution 
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, FIG.4. The basic elements of the preconditioned steepest descent 
algorithm: modelling, calculation of residua and precondi
tioning ( upper part), back propagation (middle part) and 
model updating (lower part). 

line ar forward problems it is the díredion towards the global minimum of S(m). 
The goal of the preconditioning is to modify a "length" (and a direction in case of 
non-linear forward problems) of I in order to put its "end" to the real minimum 
as clo se as possible. The choice of the preconditioníng operator is crucíal for the 
algorithm convergence. In the simplest case taking fr = I, a very slow convergence 
and large oscillations around minimum can be expected. On the other hand the 
choice 

causes that the minimum is reached in a single iteration step. 
The figure 4. shows the most important steps of the described algorithm. 

4. SUMMARY 

The amplitude tomography provides information about the state of the rock
mass complementary to that supplied by the velo city tomography. Hs application 
requires either full control of the wave sources or additional assumption concerning 
spectra oť the emitted waves. Due to this the method is not as much popular as 
the velo city tomography. 
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Construction of the tomografie image of the attenuation fador is the inverse 
problem and its most general solution relies on assigning of a gíven probability to 
any possible clistribution of the Q fador. This a posieriori pl'Obability expresses 
our confidence that a given distribution is the real one. In most cases such a proba
bílity cannot be found explicit for a computational reason. Then ouly the likelihoocl 
dístribution is calculated by means of iterative optimization methods. Let us point 
out that the iterative, gradient optimization methods suffers from the well known 
drawback: the fonnd solution can correspond to some Iocal maximum of the a 

posieriori probabílity density, and not necessarily to the global one. However the 
tomography problems are so large that us ing global optimization mdhods (Simu
lating Annealing, Neural Network, Genetic Algorithms, etc. ) for solving the real 
problems is still not possible. 

The other point is that the application of the amplitude tomography in the mine 
environment requires using waves of relatively large frequencies to resolve the small 
heterogeneity in the distribution of Q. Very often this condition cannot be fulfilled 
for the passive tomography . In such a sítuation the spatial distributions of rock
m ass parameters can stilI be obtained but then using the more general waveform 
inversí on method based on the full solutíon of the wave equatíon [Tal'antola 1988] 
is requil'ed. 
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